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REMINDER: 2013 DUES ARE DUE! 

Annual dues are $25.00 and payable at the February meeting or 

send to: 

NJAE&MC-Anne Marie Adams 

7 Gunn Rd. 

Branchville, NJ 07826 

Founded on October 15th, 1979 by: Arthur Goble, Fred W. Westbrook, John Snook, Roy Bischoff & Lewis Quince 

Our next meeting will be 7PM at the administration building on February 14th 2013 

 

We started our January meeting with 34 members in attendance. Ann Marie gave the Finan-

cial report for January and the start of a new year. For the coming year we discussed the idea 

of asking for a donation from event organizers who ask us to attend. It takes time and the cost 

of fuel isn’t all that cheap. The money taken in could be used to offset the price of running our 

engines during the Fair. If there are any members out there who have experience with this, 

your input would be appreciated . 

 

Another important question came up about members who would be willing to receive the 

News Letter thru their Email instead of a hard copy by Mail. If this would work for you , 

please see Ann Marie so she can load this information into her files. Anything we can do to 

cut cost would be great. 

 

 After the minutes were read, we were very fortunate to have Kevin Adams give a demonstra-

tion on the care and sharpening of High Speed Drill bits. Kevin works as a Machinist down at 

Picatinny Arsenal where he has acquired a lot of experience in drill bit sharpening . Kevin 

brought along his Drill Doctor to show us the proper way to set one up when sharpening a 

drill bit. Kevin made the comment, that if you intend to buy a Drill Doctor...invest in the more 

professional model. You can do larger bits and it will do a better job. Kevin also noted that a 

lot of the bits which are coming into the States are of extremely poor quality. If there are any 

members who would like a workshop on drill sharpening, please let Blasé, Jeff or Kevin 

know.  JB 

February 2013 



 

The Carburetor 

The purpose of the carburetor is to mix air and fuel, in proper quantities and proportions to meet varying speed 

requirements and changes in temperature and load, of a piston engine. In the process of this mixing, gasoline is 

atomized and vaporized, ultimately producing the correct air/fuel mixture for the fuel used.  

 

Of note, the intake stroke of the engines pistons create a partial vacuum and atmospheric pressure 

"pushes" the air toward and into that vacuum. The pull-push or pressure differential of air is what makes 

both the engine and carburetor function. For the purposes of this article we will simply say the air and fuel 

is drawn into the engine or carburetor, but in reality it is a pull-push effect that creates the motion of both 

air & fuel. 

 

The carburetor as we know it utilizes the Bernoulli Principle developed in 1738 by Swiss scientist Daniel Ber-

noulli. The principle states that as velocity increases, pressure decreases and the principle is used to create the 

lift in the wing of an airplane, allows a sail boat to sail into the wind and draws and atomizes the gasoline into 

the intake airstream of a piston engine. The venturi is the restricted 

(necked down) place in the air horn of a carburetor and is named after 

Italian physicist Giovanni Venturi, who in 1790 applied Bernoulli's 

principle to the flow of air and fluids. As the air is drawn from the in-

take and thru the carburetor and passes thru the narrowed down venturi 

it has to speed up (think rapids in a river) to allow the mass of air to 

continue to the intake manifold where it again slows down and the 

pressure rises (somewhat) before entering the cylinders.  The velocity increase in the venturi causes a major 

pressure drop or low pressure area (Bernoulli's principle). Replacing the center gauge in the illustration above, 

which is presently indicating a vacuum, with a pipe leading to a gasoline supply will draw gasoline up and into 

the venturi and into the airstream.  

Again, this is the job of the carbure-

tor...delivering the atomized air/fuel 

mixture in the correct proportions to 

the cylinders of a piston engine, 

which is accomplished  within the 

venturi, but requires a number of con-

tributing circuits or mechanical com-

ponents to work its magic. They are: 

the  throttle valve, float, idle & low 

speed circuit, high speed circuit, 

choke, power enrichment circuit and 

accelerator pump. 

 

The throttle valve meters the air flow 

thru the carburetor air horn and body 

and by this controls the speed of the 

engine. 

 

The float circuit is involved in main-

taining a relatively constant level of 

fuel within the vented float chamber 

or reservoir and its level can be used 

to lean or enrich the air-fuel ratio. It works much like a conventional toilet. 



 

 

 

 

 

When the throttle valve is closed, there is less air movement within the venturi and the engine runs on the idle 

or low speed circuit. The lower speed air moving thru the air horn must increase in velocity to get around the 

edges of the closed or partially closed throttle valve and a vacuum or low pressure area is created at this point. 

Fuel is drawn from the float bowl via the idle/low speed circuit and a small portion of air is drawn thru the idle 

air bleed to increase atomization. The rate of flow at idle can be adjusted by the idle mixture screw. 

 

The high speed circuit brings the venturi into the system connecting the venturi directly to the float bowl via 

the main discharge nozzle and the pressure differential between the two floods the air stream with fuel. 

 

The choke circuit is used to enrich the air-fuel ratio to produce enough combustible vapors to permit the en-

gine to start in cooler temperatures. 

 

The power enrichment circuit provides a richer mixture when the vehicle is under heavy load. It is not shown 

in the illustration, but can be controlled by the  intake manifold vacuum or mechanically thru the use of a 

stepped or taped needle in the center of the main metering (well) jet or directly by a vacuum operated valve.  

 

And finally we have the accelerator pump...which provides a squirt of fuel when we suddenly shift from the 

idle or low speed circuit to the high speed circuit. Without the extra fuel provided by the pump we would get a 

sudden lack of response or hesitation in the engine. This can also be controlled mechanically or by vacuum.  

 

A few interesting side notes: in 1896 German engine designer and automotive pioneer Wilhelm Maybach  

partnered with engineer-industrialist Gottlieb Daimler (Daimler Motors Corp.) and created the float-type 

spray carburetor...the precursor of the modern carburetor. The original design was for an up-draft carbure-

tor, due to the flawed and mistaken reasoning that gasoline fumes rise...actually they settle downward and 

the down or side draft carburetors are more efficient and tend to start easier. The updraft is problematic on 

older engines that have lost compression and the "ability" to create a substantial vacuum. The fact that the 

up-draft carburetor allows for a lower engine profile and can better use a gravity-feed fuel supply are gen-

erally used as the reasoning for this design, but are 

actually after-the-fact pluses of what was essentially 

an engineering error. By the first decades of the 

1900's Edward Butler (a Brit) had added the venturi 

and the Maybach style carburetor would be found 

on virtually all gasoline engines. Some, found on 

Model T Ford's and many farm tractors, contained 

steel or iron bodies, had no cork, rubber or soft met-

als incorporated into them and were intended for 

use with home-brewed alcohol fuels (Ethanol). 

These fuels were and are (most gasoline in the USA 

contains 10% alcohol...E10) very corrosive and were 

run full strength (now called E100) or in blends 

with gasoline or fuel oil and operated with the choke partially closed at all times to increase the fuels rich-

ness and reduce cylinder heat. These were the first FFV's...Flex-Fuel Vehicles...proving once more, that 

there is nothing new in this world. The carburetor would remain in use on US automotive vehicles thru the 

early 1990's and still is used on many smaller engines and in the automobiles, industrial, construction and 

farming equipment produced for 3rd and 4th world countries. 



  

 

 

 

Check out our FACEBOOK PAGE! 

 

 

 

HTTP://www.facebook.com/NJAEMC 

Buy-Sell...member to member! 

http://search.yahoo.com/r/_ylt=A0oG7mQ4gvBQshcAsfNXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTBscWN2ZnBjBHNlYwNzYwRjb2xvA2FjMgR2dGlkAw--/SIG=1nbapq74v/EXP=1357968056/**http%3a/images.search.yahoo.com/images/view%3fp=facebook%2blogo%26back=http%253A%252F%252Fsearch.yahoo.com%252Fse

